Scalable quantum technologies require the ability to maintain and manipulate coherent quantum states over an arbitrarily long period of time. It is problematic then that the small quantum systems that we might use to realize such technologies decohere rapidly due to unavoidable interactions with the environment. To resolve this issue we have discovered quantum error-correcting codes[@b1][@b2], which make use of a redundancy of physical qubits to maintain encoded quantum states with arbitrarily high fidelity over an indefinite period.

Ideally, we will design a fault-tolerant quantum computer that requires as few physical qubits as possible to minimize the resource cost of a quantum processor and, indeed, the cost in resources of a computational architecture is very sensitive to the choice of quantum error-correcting code used by a fault-tolerant scheme. It is therefore of great interest to analyse different quantum error-correction proposals, to compare and contrast their resource demands.

Color codes[@b3][@b4][@b5][@b6][@b7] are a family of topological quantum error-correcting codes[@b8][@b9][@b10][@b11] with impressive versatility[@b12][@b13][@b14] for performing fault-tolerant logic gates[@b15][@b16][@b17]. This is an important consideration as we search for schemes that realize fault-tolerant quantum computation with a low cost in quantum resources. In particular, a fault-tolerant quantum computer must be able to perform a non-Clifford operation, such as the *π*/8-gate, to realize universal quantum computation.

In general, performing Non-Clifford gates can present a considerable resource cost over the duration of a quantum computation. As such, the resource cost of realizing scalable quantum computation is sensitive to the method a fault-tolerant computational scheme uses to realize non-Clifford gates. To this end, the gauge color code[@b7][@b18][@b19][@b20] has attracted significant recent interest because, notably, this three-dimensional quantum error-correcting code can achieve a universal gate set via gauge fixing[@b21][@b22].

In contrast to the gauge-color code, surface code quantum computation, a leading approach towards low-resource quantum computation[@b8][@b9][@b23], makes use of magic state distillation[@b24] to perform *π*/8-gates. Magic state distillation can be achieved with space-time resource cost[@b23][@b25][@b26][@b27][@b28]. Similarly, the gauge color code performs *π*/8-gates via gauge fixing in constant time[@b19] and, as such, has an equivalent scaling in space-time resource cost as the surface code, as the gauge color code requires physical qubits. However, given that gauge fixing requires no additional offline quantum resources to perform a non-Clifford rotation, the gauge color code may reduce the quantum resources that are necessary for fault-tolerant quantum computation by a constant fraction.

It is also noteworthy that the gauge color code is local only in three dimensions and, as such, unlike the surface code, cannot be realized using a two-dimensional array of locally interacting qubits. Instead, the gauge color code may be an attractive model for non-local quantum-computational architectures such as networked schemes[@b29][@b30][@b31][@b32][@b33].

Given the significant qualitative differences between the gauge color code and the surface code, it is interesting to perform a comparative analysis of these two proposals. In this study we investigate error correction with the gauge color code.

Dealing with errors that continually occur on physical qubits is particularly difficult in the realistic setting where syndrome measurements can fail and return false readings[@b9]. Attempting to correct errors using inaccurate syndrome information will introduce new physical errors to the code. However, given enough syndrome information, we can distinguish measurement errors from physical errors with enough confidence that the errors we introduce are few and can be identified at a later round of error correction[@b19]. In the case of the toric code[@b9], we accumulate sufficient error data by performing multiple rounds of syndrome measurements. Surprisingly, the structure of the gauge color code enables the acquisition of fault-tolerant syndrome data using only one round of local measurements[@b19]. This capability is known as single-shot error correction.

Here we obtain a noise threshold for the gauge color code using a phenomenological noise model where both physical errors and measurement faults occur at rate *p*. We develop a single-shot decoder to identify the sustainable operating conditions of the code, that is, the noise rate below which information can be maintained arbitrarily well, even after many cycles of error correction. We estimate a sustainable error rate of *p*~sus~∼0.31% using an efficient clustering decoding scheme[@b34][@b35][@b36][@b37][@b38][@b39] that runs in time [@b35], where the distance of the code is *d*=*L*+2 (ref. [@b7]). Remarkably, the threshold we obtain falls within an order or magnitude of the optimal threshold for the toric code under the same error model, ∼2.9% (ref. [@b40]). Furthermore, we also use our decoder to estimate how the logical failure rate of the gauge color code scales below the threshold error rate by fitting to a heuristic scaling hypothesis.

Results
=======

The gauge color code
--------------------

The gauge color code is a subsystem code[@b41] specified by its gauge group, . From the centre of the gauge group, , we obtain the stabilizer group for the code, and its logical operators . Elements of the stabilizer group, , satisfy the property that for all codewords of the code .

The code is defined on a three-dimensional four-valent lattice of linear size *L* with qubits on its vertices[@b4][@b42]. The lattice must also be four-colorable, that is, each cell of the lattice can be given a color, red, green, yellow or blue, denoted by elements of the set , such that no two adjacent cells are of the same color. The lattice we consider is shown in [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, where the cells are the solid colored objects in the figure.

The cells of the lattice define stabilizer generators for the code, whereas the faces of cells define its gauge generators. The gauge operators, otherwise known as face operators, are measured to infer the values of stabilizer operators. The face operators have weight four, six and eight, where the weight-eight face operators lie on the boundary of the lattice. More specifically, for each cell *c* there are two stabilizer generators, and , where are the qubits on the boundary vertices of cell *c*, and *X*~*j*~ and *Z*~*j*~ are Pauli-X and Pauli-Z operators acting on vertex *j*. For each face *f*, there are two face operators, and , where are the vertices on the boundary of face *f*. We will call the outcome of a face operator measurement a face outcome.

Given suitable boundary conditions[@b7][@b42], the code encodes one qubit, whose logical operators are and , where is the set of physical qubits of the code. A lattice with correct boundaries is conveniently represented on a dual lattice of tetrahedra using the convention given in ref. [@b7]. The lattice we consider is illustrated in [Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, where we discuss its construction in detail in the [Supplementary Notes 1 and 2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, together with [Supplementary Figs 1--7](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Importantly, we require that the lattice has four boundaries, distinguished by colors from set .

Single-shot error correction
----------------------------

A quantum error-correcting code is designed to identify and correct errors. Owing to the symmetry of the gauge group, it suffices here to consider only bit-flip, that is, Pauli-X errors. We consider a phenomenological error model consisting of physical errors and measurement errors. A physical error is a Pauli-X error on a qubit, whereas a measurement error returns the opposite outcome of the correct reading. Errors will be identically and independently generated with the same probability *p*.

In a stabilizer code, errors are identified by stabilizer measurements that return eigenvalue −1, which we call stabilizer defects. We use the stabilizer syndrome, a list of the positions of stabilizer defects, to predict the incident error. In the gauge color code we do not measure stabilizer operators directly, but instead infer their values by measuring face operators, which is possible due to the fact that .

In addition to using face outcomes to infer stabilizer eigenvalues, we can also exploit the local constraints in of the gauge color code to detect and account for measurement errors. Remarkably, measurement errors can be detected reliably by measuring each face operator only once, so-called single-shot error correction[@b19].

The local constraints stem from the structure of the code. We first observe that the faces of a cell are necessarily three color able, as shown in [Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. It follows from the three colorability of the faces that the product of the gauge operators of any of the differently colored subsets of faces of cell *c* recover the stabilizer operator . By measuring all the faces of the lattice, we redundantly recover each stabilizer eigenvalue three times where the three outcomes of a given cell are constrained to agree. In [Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"} we show an example of a gauge measurement configuration where the outcomes are reliable. Following this observation, we can use violations of the local constraints about a cell to indicate the positions of measurement errors. In [Fig. 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"} we show a syndrome where the product of the face outcomes of different subsets of of two cells, colored with thick green edges, do not agree.

Fault-tolerant decoding with the gauge color code proceeds in two stages. The first stage, syndrome estimation, uses face outcomes that may be unreliable to estimate the locations of stabilizer defects. The second stage, stabilizer decoding, takes the estimated stabilizer defect locations and predicts a correction operator to reverse physical errors. The latter is discussed extensively in refs [@b4], [@b42] and can be dealt with using standard decoding methods[@b35][@b43][@b44]. To perform stabilizer decoding we adapt a clustering decoder[@b34][@b35][@b36][@b37][@b38][@b39] where clusters grow linearly.

We concentrate now on syndrome estimation. Syndrome estimation uses a gauge syndrome, a list of gauge defects, to estimate a stabilizer sydrome. A lattice cell can contain as many as three gauge defects. Gauge defects are distinguished by a color pair **uv**, with , such that **u**≠**v** and **uv**=**vu**. The color pair of a gauge defect relates to the coloring of the lattice faces. A face is given the color pair opposite to the colors of its adjacent cells, that is, the face shared by two cells with colors **r** and **g** is colored **yb**. A cell *c* contains a **uv** gauge defect if the product of all the **uv** face outcomes bounding *c* is −1. Following this definition, a stabilizer defect is equivalent to three distinct gauge defects in a common cell.

Studying the gauge syndrome enables the identification of measurement errors. We consider face *f*, colored **uv**, that is adjacent to cell *c*. In the noiseless measurement case, where *c* contains no stabilizer defect, by definition, cell *c* should contain no gauge defects. However, if face *f* returns an incorrect outcome, we identify a **uv** gauge defect at *c*. Conversely, if cell *c* contains a stabilizer defect in the ideal case and *f* returns an incorrect outcome, no **uv** gauge defect will appear in *c*. With these examples we see that cells that contain either one or two gauge defects indicate incorrect face outcomes.

An incorrect face outcome affects gauge defects in both of its adjacent cells. In general, incorrect face outcomes of color **uv** form error strings on the dual lattice, whose end points are **uv** gauge defects, where individual incorrect face outcomes are segments of the string. Error strings of incorrect **uv** face outcomes changes the parity of **uv** gauge defects at both of its terminal cells.

We require an algorithm that can use gauge syndrome data to predict a probable measurement error configuration and thus estimate the stabilizer syndrome. We adapt the clustering decoder[@b34][@b35][@b36][@b37][@b38] for this purpose. The decoder combines nearby defects into clusters that can be contained within a small box. Clusters increase linearly in size to contain other nearby defects until they contain a set of gauge defects that can be caused by a measurement error contained within the box. Once clustering is completed, a correction supported inside the boxes is returned.

We briefly elaborate on correctable configurations of gauge defects. Pairs of **uv** gauge defects are caused by strings of incorrect **uv** face outcomes and therefore form correctable configurations, as shown in [Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. As an example, the gauge syndrome in [Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"} depicts the gauge defects and measurement error string shown in [Fig. 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"} where the measurement errors have occurred on the faces that returned −1 measurement outcomes. Triplets of gauge defects, colored **uv**, **vw** and **uw**, also form correctable configurations. Error strings that cause triplets of correctable gauge defects branch at a cell, and thus indicate a stabilizer defect, shown in [Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. The stabilizer defect where the error string branches lies at a cell colored **x**≠**u**, **v**, **w**. Gauge defects can also arise due to incorrect face outcomes on the lattice boundary. Specifically, the boundary colored **w** contains faces of color **uv**, where **u**, **v**≠**w**. With this coloring we can find correctable configurations of single **uv** gauge defects, together with a boundary of color **w** (see [Fig. 3c](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). In general, a cluster can contain many correctable pairs and triplets of gauge defects.

As we have mentioned, correctable clusters of gauge defects can give rise to stabilizer defects. It is important to note that the error-correction procedure is sensitive to the positions of stabilizer defects within a correctable cluster, as discrepancies in their positions later affect the performance of the stabilizer decoding algorithm. As such, we must place stabilizer defects carefully. For cases where a correctable cluster of gauge defects returns stabilizer defects, we assign their positions such that they lie at the mean position of all the gauge defects within the correctable cluster, at the nearest cell of the appropriate color. Once syndrome estimation is complete, the predicted stabilizer syndrome is passed to the stabilizer decoder and a correction operator is evaluated.

We remark that gauge defects can be incorrectly analysed during syndrome estimation. In which case, measurement errors sometimes masquerade as stabilizer defects and sometimes stabilizer defects can be misplaced. We will then attempt to decode the incorrect stabilizer syndrome and mistakenly introduce errors to the code. In general, any error-correction scheme that takes noisy measurement data will introduce residual physical errors to a code. These errors can be corrected in future cycles of error-correction, provided the remaining noise is of a form that a decoder can correct. In general, however, one must worry that large correlated errors can be introduced that adversarially corrupt encoded information[@b45][@b46][@b47][@b48][@b49][@b50]. Such errors may occur in the gauge color code if, for instance, we mistakenly predict two stabilizer defects of the same color that are separated by a large distance. We give an example of a mechanism that might cause a correlated error during syndrome estimation with the gauge color code in the [Supplementary Note 3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, together with [Supplementary Fig. 8](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

A special property of the gauge color code is that measurement errors, followed by syndrome estimation, will only introduce false defects in locally correctable configurations. Therefore, residual errors remain local to the measurement error. Moreover, the code is such that the probability of obtaining configurations of face outcomes that correspond to faux stabilizer defects decays exponentially with the separation of their cells. This is because the number of measurement errors that must occur to produce a pair of false stabilizer defects is extensive with their cell separation. To this end, the errors introduced from incorrect measurements are local to the measurement error and typically small. This property, coined 'confinement\' in ref. [@b19], is essential for fault-tolerant error correction. Most known codes achieve confinement by performing syndrome measurements many times. We give numerical evidence showing that our error-correction protocol confines errors in the following subsection.

The simulation
--------------

We simulate fault-tolerant error correction with encoded states of linear size *L* where *j* indicates the number of error-correction cycles that have been performed and where is a codeword. We seek to find a correction operator *C* such that where *E* is the noise incident to after *N* error-correction cycles.

To maintain the encoded information over long durations, we repeatedly apply error-correction cycles to keep the physical noise sufficiently benign. After a short period, the state will accumulate physical noise *E*~*j*~(*p*) with error rate *p*. To correct the noise, we first estimate a stabilizer syndrome, **s**~*j*~, using gauge syndrome data with the syndrome estimation algorithm *M*~*q*~, where measurement outcomes are incorrect with probability *q*=*p*. Specifically, we have that . We then use the stabilizer decoding algorithm *D* to predict a suitable correction operator *C*~*j*~=*D*(**s**~*j*~), such that we obtain

It is important to note that is not necessarily in the code subspace. For *q*\>0, stabilizer syndromes will in general be incorrectly estimated and thus the correction operator *C*~*j*~ introduces some new errors to the code.

We require that after *N* error-correction cycles we can estimate error *E* of state to perform a logical measurement. To perform the logical measurement[@b19][@b51], we measure each individual qubit of the code in the Pauli-Z basis. This destructive transversal measurement gives us the eigenvalues of stabilizers to diagnose *E* and to thus recover the eigenvalue of .

During readout, measurement errors and physical errors have an equivalent effect; both appear as bit flips. To simulate errors that occur during the readout process, we apply the noise operator *E*(*p*) to the encoded state before decoding. We therefore calculate logical failure rates

where . We evaluate *P*~fail~(*N*) values using Monte Carlo simulations.

To analyse the performance of the proposed decoding scheme, we first look to find the sustainable error rate of the code, *p*~sus~, below which we can maintain quantum information for an arbitrary number of correction cycles. The discovery of such a point suggests that the error correlations caused by our correction protocol do not extend beyond a constant, finite and decodable length, thus showing that we can preserve information indefinitely with arbitrarily high fidelity in the *p*\<*p*~sus~ regime.

We define *p*~sus~ as the threshold error rate, *p*~th~, at the *N*→∞ limit, where the threshold is the error rate below which we can decrease *P*~fail~ arbitrarily by increasing *L*[@b10]. In the inset of [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} we show the near-threshold data we use to evaluate a threshold, where we show the data for *N*=8 as an example. We give the details of the fitting model we use to evaluate thresholds in the Methods.

We next study the evaluated threshold values as a function of *N*. We show these data in the plot given in [Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. The data show that *p*~th~ converges to *p*~sus~∼0.31% where we fit for values *N*≤8. We obtain this value with a fitting that converges to *p*~sus~, namely

We find *p*~th~(0)∼0.46% and *γ*∼1.47. The convergent trend provides evidence that we achieve steady-state confinement in the high-*N* limit, as is required of a practical error-correction scheme.

To verify further the threshold error rates we have determined, we next check that the logical failure rate decays as a function of system size in the regime where *p*\<*p*~th~. In the large *N* limit, we fit our data to the following hypothesis

where *A*, *α* and *β* are positive constants to be determined and *d* is the distance of the code. We evaluate the variables in [equation (4)](#eq42){ref-type="disp-formula"} as *A*∼0.033, *α*∼0.516 and *β*∼0.822 using ∼5,000 CPU hours with data for *N*≤10. Details on the fitting calculation are given in Methods. We plot the fitted scaling hypothesis on [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} for the case of *N*=8, to show the agreement of [equation (4)](#eq42){ref-type="disp-formula"} with the available data.

Discussion
==========

To summarize, using only a simple decoding scheme, we have obtained threshold values that lie within an order of magnitude of the optimal threshold for the toric code under the phenomenological noise model. Moreover, we can expect that higher thresholds are achievable using more sophisticated decoding strategies[@b36][@b37][@b43][@b44][@b52][@b53][@b54][@b55][@b56][@b57][@b58]. It may be possible to achieve a sufficiently high sustainable noise rate to become of practical interest, thus meriting comparison with the intensively studied surface code[@b59][@b60]. To this end, further investigation is required to learn its experimental viability.

To continue such a comparative analysis, one should study the code using realistic noise models[@b25] that respect the underlying code hardware. We expect that the threshold will suffer relative to the surface code when compared using a circuit-based noise model where high-weight gauge measurements are more error prone[@b61]. Fortunately, gauge color code lattices are known where face operators have weight no greater than 6 (ref. [@b7]). Although this is not as favourable as the weight-four stabilizer measurements of the surface code, given the ability to perform single-shot error correction, and *π*/8-gates through gauge fixing, we argue that the gauge color code is deserved of further comparison.

To the best of our knowledge, we have obtained the first threshold using single-shot error correction. Fundamentally, our favourable threshold is achieved using redundant syndrome data to identify measurement errors. It is interesting to ask whether we can make use of a more intelligent collection of measurement data to improve thresholds further. Discovering single-shot error-correction protocols with simpler codes might help to address such questions.

Methods
=======

Threshold calculations
----------------------

The threshold error rate, *p*~th~, is the physical error rate below which the logical failure rate of the code can be arbitrarily suppressed by increasing the code distance. We identify thresholds by plotting the logical failure rate as a function of physical error rate *p* for several different system sizes and identify the value *p*=*p*~th~ such that *P*~fail~ is invariant under changes in system size. In the main text, we show the data used for a specific threshold calculation in [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} where we use the *N*=8 data as an example, and in [Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"} we evaluate threshold error rates for the gauge color code as a function of the number of error correction cycles, *N*.

We evaluate threshold error rates by performing *η*∼10^4^ Monte Carlo simulations for each value of *p* close to the crossing point using codes of system sizes *L*=23, 29 and 35, except for the case that *N*=0 where we evaluate the logical failure rate with system sizes *L*=31, 39 and 47. Simulating larger system sizes where *N*=0 is possible as in this case we read out information immediately after encoding it, such that *E*=1 as shown in [equation (2)](#eq39){ref-type="disp-formula"}. We therefore need not perform syndrome estimation in the *N*=0 simulation. The threshold error rate at *N*=0 is thus the threshold error rate of the clustering decoder for the gauge color code where measurements are performed perfectly, that is, *q*=0.

We identify the crossing point by fitting our data to the following formula

where *x*=(*p*−*p*~th~)*L*^1/*μ*^ and *B*~*j*~, *p*~th~ and *μ* are constants to be determined. We show an example of this fitting in the inset of [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}.

At the threshold error rate the code produces logical failures at a rate between 0.075 and 0.27 depending on *N*. We expect such behaviour as the number of logical failures will increase with repeated use of a decoder. We therefore obtain between ∼750 and ∼2,700 logical failures per data point close to the threshold error rate.

Overhead analysis
-----------------

Here we summarize the resource-scaling analysis we give in the *p*\<*p*~th~ regime. We suppose the logical failure rate in this regime scales such as

where *A*, *α* and *β* are constants to be determined, *d* is the distance of the code, *p* is the error rate and *N* is the number of uses of the decoder we make before readout. The value of *p*~th~(*N*) is determined by the method given in the previous subsection. This equation is derived by assuming that a single use of the decoder will fail with probability in the low-*p* regime. We then calculate to first order the probability that the decoder will fail a single time in *N*+1 uses to give [equation (6)](#eq44){ref-type="disp-formula"}, where we include an additional use of the decoder to account for a possible logical failure during readout.

We manipulate [equation (6)](#eq44){ref-type="disp-formula"} to show a method to evaluate α and β. We first take the logarithm of both sides of [equation (6)](#eq44){ref-type="disp-formula"} to find the linear expression

where we write *y*=log *P*~fail~ and *u*=log (*p*/*p*~th~). We then take the gradient, *g*(*d*)=*dy*/*du*, from [equation (7)](#eq46){ref-type="disp-formula"} to find

In [Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"} we plot log *P*~fail~ as a function of log *p*. For fixed system sizes we observe a linear fitting that [equation (7)](#eq46){ref-type="disp-formula"} predicts. We take the gradient of each of these fittings to estimate *g*(*d*), as given in [equation (8)](#eq47){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Next, to find *α* and *β*, we plot log *g*(*d*) as a function of log *d* where the gradients are taken from the fittings shown in [Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}. This data is shown in [Fig. 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}. We can now determine *α* and *β* using, respectively, the *d*=1 intersection and the gradient of a linear fit shown in [Fig. 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}.

The logical failure rates we use to find *α* and *β* are found using between 10^5^ and 10^6^ Monte Carlo samples for each value of *p* where we only take values of *P*\<0.8 × *p*~th~ for each *N*. We discard data points where we observe fewer than ten failures for a given *p*. The data were collected over 5,000 CPU hours.

We plot the values we find for *α* and *β* as a function of *N* in [Fig. 8](#f8){ref-type="fig"}. Importantly, we observe convergence in the large *N* limit. We see this using the fitting functions

and

to find the *N*→∞ behaviour of our protocol, where *α*~0~, *β*~0~, *α*~∞~, *β*~∞~, *γ*~*α*~ and *γ*~*β*~ are constants to be determined, such that

We fit these functions to our data to find

together with the following values *α*~0~=0.65±0.02, *γ*~*α*~=1.9±1.5, *β*~0~=0.73±0.01 and *γ*~*β*~=1.7±1.4. The fittings are shown in [Fig. 8](#f8){ref-type="fig"}.

Finally, given that we have evaluated *α*(*N*) and *β*(*N*) for different values of *N*, we use these values together with [equation (6)](#eq44){ref-type="disp-formula"} to determine *A* as a function of *N*. We show the data in [Fig. 9](#f9){ref-type="fig"}. We fit the values of *A*(*N*) to the following expression

to find values *A*~∞~=0.033±0.001, *A*~0~=0.09±0.01 and *γ*~*A*~=2.1±0.5, thus giving all of the variables, *A*~∞~, *α*~∞~ and *β*~∞~, we require to estimate the *N*→∞ behaviour of the decoding scheme in the below threshold regime.

Data availability
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![Representations of the lattice geometry of the gauge color code.\
(**a**) In the primal picture qubits sit on the vertices of a four-valent lattice. The three-dimensional cells of the lattice are four colorable, that is, every cell can be assigned one of four colors such that it touches no other cell of the same color. (**b**) The gauge color code of linear size *L*=5 drawn in the dual picture. Qubits lie on simplices of the lattice. The faces of the tetrahedra in the figure are given one of four colors such that no two faces of a given tetrahedron have the same color. The tetrahedra are stacked such that faces that touch always have the same color. For the gauge color code to encode a single logical qubit, the lattice must have four distinct, uniformly colored boundaries, as is shown in the figure. We give more details on the lattice construction in the dual picture in [Supplementary Note 1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} together with [Supplementary Figs 1--6](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](ncomms12302-f1){#f1}

![The gauge syndrome drawn on the primal lattice.\
(**a**) The faces of the cells of the color code are three colorable. (**b**) An example of a set of face measurement outcomes where measurements are reliable. Face operators that return value −1 are colored, otherwise they are left transparent. The stabilizer at the cell with thick red edges contains a stabilizer defect. This cell has one face operator of each color returning a −1 outcome. All other cells have an even parity of −1 face outcomes over their colored subsets, indicating that these cells contain no stabilizer defect. (**c**) A gauge syndrome where colored subsets of face measurements about the green cells do not agree, thus indicating measurement errors.](ncomms12302-f2){#f2}

![The gauge defects shown in the dual picture.\
(**a**) A pair of **yb** gauge defects, shown by the vertices, can be caused by a string of incorrect **yb** face outcomes on the dual lattice. The displayed gauge syndrome is equivalent to that shown in [Fig. 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"} where the measurement errors have occurred on the faces that returned −1 outcomes. (**b**) Three gauge defects, colored **gy**, **gb** and **yb**, can be caused by an error string that branches at a red cell. The branching point indicates a stabilizer defect at a red cell. (**c**) Strings of incorrect face outcomes of colors **rg** and **gb** terminate at a yellow boundary.](ncomms12302-f3){#f3}

![Gauge color code logical failure rates plotted as a function of physical error rate.\
We show logical error rates, *P*~fail~, as a function of physical error rate, *p*, for system sizes *L*=17, 23, 29 and 35 shown in blue, yellow, green and red, respectively, as is marked in the legend, where we collect data after *N*=8 rounds of error correction during which measurements are performed unreliably. The error bars show the standard error of the mean given by the expression where η is the number of Monte Carlo samples we collect. The data used to determine the threshold error rate is shown in the inset, where we determine the threshold using the fitting described in the Methods. The fitting is also plotted in the inset. In the main Figure the solid lines show the fitted expression, [equation (4)](#eq42){ref-type="disp-formula"}, to demonstrate the agreement of our scaling hypothesis with numerically evaluated logical error rates where *p*\<*p*~th~. We remark that the fitting is made using data for all values of *N*, and not only the data shown in this plot, as we explain in the Methods.](ncomms12302-f4){#f4}

![Gauge color code threshold error rates plotted as a function of the number of error-correction cycles.\
Threshold error rates, *p*~th~, are calculated with system sizes *L*=23, 29, 35 after *N* error-correction cycles using *η*∼10^4^ Monte Carlo samples. Error bars show the standard error of the mean which are determined using the NonLinearModelFit function in Mathematica. The solid blue line shows the fitting given in [equation (3)](#eq41){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The dashed red line marks *p*~sus~∼0.31%, the sustainable noise rate of the code, the limiting value of *p*~th~ from to the fitting as *N*→∞.](ncomms12302-f5){#f5}

![Logical failure rates for the gauge color code plotted as a function of physical error rate.\
Plot showing log *P*~fail~ as a function of *logp* for the case that *N*=8 where we have plotted system sizes *L*=17, 23, 29 and 35 shown in blue, yellow, green and red, respectively. The error bars show the s.e.m. given by the expression where *η* is the number of Monte Carlo samples we collected. The logarithm of the gradients found for the linear fittings are plotted as a function of log *d* in [Fig. 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}.](ncomms12302-f6){#f6}

![Linear fitting used to determine *α* and *β*.\
Plot shows the available data fitted to the trend anticipated in [equation (8)](#eq47){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The figure shows the logarithm of the gradients found in [Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}, log *g*(*d*), plotted as a function of the logarithm of the code distance, log *d*, for the case where *N*=8. Error bars show the s.e.m., evaluated using the LinearModelFit function in Mathematica. For this case we obtain a fitting log *g*(*d*)≈0.81 log *d*−0.63, as is shown in the plot.](ncomms12302-f7){#f7}

![Variation in constant values *α* and *β* plotted against the number of error-correction cycles.\
Unitless values, *α* and *β*, plotted as a function of error-correction cycles, *N*, shown in blue and yellow, respectively. The error bars show the standard error of the mean, which are found using the NonLinearModelFit function included in Mathematica. The *α* and *β* data points are fitted to [equations (9)](#eq48){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(10)](#eq49){ref-type="disp-formula"}, respectively. The fitted functions are shown in the plot.](ncomms12302-f8){#f8}

![Variation in the constant A plotted as a function of the number of applied error-correction cycles.\
Figure shows unitless values of *A* numerically determined as a function of the number of error-correction cycles we perform, *N*. The error bars show the standard error of the mean which is calculated using Mathematica. We fit the data to [equation (13)](#eq52){ref-type="disp-formula"} as we show in the figure.](ncomms12302-f9){#f9}
